Dear Political leaders, police and judges
The American people are being ignored by the bureaucracy, and it’s time for a change. We
elected representative to keep America prospering so that future generation would have a better life
then the current one. When the homeless, those who live paycheck to paycheck, the elderly sacrificing
food and medicine to pay the rent, the ever increasing numbers of suicides and those on anti-depressants.... something is drastically wrong. Is it any wonder people are becoming more upset with a government that seems to think that higher taxes or a larger police presents will somehow fix America’s
problems.

Many of us are looking into solutions and there are many. We have a plant that uses less water,
no pesticides or herbicides, produces more fiber than timber, better quality fabric than cotton, less pollution than concrete, and medicine without all the dangerous side effects.... but today it can’t be grown
without a whole lot of red-tape. Absolutely rediculous. There are many other innovations also being ignored or over-regulated. Seems government is actually stifling progress.

We could have been using hemp instead of oil for all these years and eliminated oil spill disasters. We could have replaced plastic with hemp. The birds and fish wouldn’t be dying from all the infested plastic that is turning into tiny “food particles.” Our infrastructure is in desperate need of repair,
are we going to fix the country with same pollutants used in the past? Hemp is bio-degradeable yet
more durable than steel. Why are we not growing hemp in every garden, on farms, all over America the world?

It’s time for you politicians to stop this nonsense. Let anyone with the interest to grow hemp do
so, and be done with wasting more time with rules and regulations.... hemp is harmless and benefits
health and does not need your permission. Do you feel the need to regulate carrots, grass, tomatoes,
elm trees, bushes? seriously? Your restrictions are eventually going to force people to break the law...
we have no choice, if we want future generations to survive. It’s really that simple.

And you police. Are you enforcing laws that you don’t agree with? Does your paycheck take a
higher priority than your children’s future? We are being poisoned by the present system and those who
see solutions are being oppressed. We are forced to pay taxes that fund your salary but your allegiance
is to politicians. We want to be protected from criminals, but the politicians appear to be the criminals
we cannot defeat.... and you work for some of them. The fact that a completely harmless plant - hemp is illegal, is a perfect example. We need your help fixing the country, but we can’t do much from jail, or
stressed by massive fines.

Please consider this letter a catalyst for change. Look into hemp, and all it’s benefits. Please do
so quickly. Hemp truely is the plant that will make a better future for all of us.... with or without government.
A pamphlet is available on the website: www.hemp-hippo.com as are letters to help explain the
need for change, hemp being the key to creating a better world.
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